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ABSTRACT
Today’s touchscreen devices commonly detect the coordinates of
user input using capacitive sensing. Yet, these coordinates are the
mere 2D manifestations of the more complex 3D confguration
of the whole hand—a sensation that touchscreen devices so far
remain oblivious to. In this work, we introduce the problem of
reconstructing a 3D hand skeleton from capacitive images, which
encode the sparse observations captured by touch sensors. These
low-resolution images represent intensity mappings that are proportional to the distance to the user’s fngers and hands.
We present the frst dataset of capacitive images with corresponding depth maps and 3D hand pose coordinates, comprising 65,374
aligned records from 10 participants. We introduce our supervised
method TouchPose, which learns a 3D hand model and a corresponding depth map using a cross-modal trained embedding from
capacitive images in our dataset. We quantitatively evaluate TouchPose’s accuracy in touch contact classifcation, depth estimation,
and 3D joint reconstruction, showing that our model generalizes to
hand poses it has never seen during training and that it can infer
joints that lie outside the touch sensor’s volume.
Enabled by TouchPose, we demonstrate a series of interactive
apps and novel interactions on multitouch devices. These applications show TouchPose’s versatile capability to serve as a generalpurpose model, operating independent of use-case, and establishing
3D hand pose as an integral part of the input dictionary for application designers and developers. We also release our dataset, code,
and model to enable future work in this domain.
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Figure 1: TouchPose takes capacitive images from commodity touchscreen digitizers as input and recovers 3D hand
poses. (A–F) Sample predictions by TouchPose on test images from our data corpus of aligned samples from a mutualcapacitance sensor, a depth camera, and a 3D hand pose estimator. TouchPose implements a multi-task scheme to simultaneously predict 3D hand poses and depth images (Fig. 10).
Red circles indicate actual contact points for illustration.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Human hand interaction is a cornerstone of how we perceive and
manipulate the world. Therefore, much efort in the research communities has gone into capturing and reconstructing hands during
such manipulations to extract their spatial confgurations with numerous applications in robotics, rehabilitation, Augmented and Virtual Reality. Multi-camera motion capture systems often serve this
purpose, but require attaching refective markers (e.g., Vicon [68]).
To forgo the use of markers, previous work has often used optical
sensors to directly estimate hand poses from depth [17, 61, 81] and
RGB camera images [18, 49].
In Human-Computer Interaction, researchers have used wearable sensors to reconstruct hands during interaction, such as wristworn cameras that provide a suitable signal for estimations [33, 78].
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Several projects have also attempted to estimate hand poses from
much lower-dimensional signals, such as infrared [46] or pressure
sensors [12] inside a wrist band. Complementing such indirect methods, gloves have been equipped with sensors to recover the bend of
fnger joints directly, such as through stretch or bend sensors [9, 19],
some of which have led to commercially available products (e.g.,
CyberGlove [65]).
In addition to involving wearable sensors, researchers have also
directly instrumented objects to detect and reconstruct hands as
they interact with them. To adapt to smaller and non-planar objects,
a frequently used sensing method has been capacitive sensing [22],
which is low-cost and scales from small and curved surfaces to
larger surface areas, such as tablets and tables [54]. Capacitive
sensors can be fexible and integrated into passive objects (e.g.,
balls [24], computer mice [27, 70]) or attached to the fexible surface
of the human body [32, 74] in order to provide information about
touch contacts as well as a small amount of hover. A common
application of this is estimating the contact between the body and
object to reconstruct grasp interaction [76].
In this work, we focus on reconstructing hand poses during
interaction with planar surfaces on the devices that we use on a
daily basis: the screens of phones, tablets, laptops, and so on. We
investigate the problem of recovering 3D joint positions from the
spatial intensity map captured by the capacitive sensors that are
integrated into such touchscreens. For this, we introduce TouchPose,
a deep learning model that estimates a ftting 3D hand pose based
on a regressor that we devised and trained on the hand pose data
captured from 10 participants while they produced touch input on a
surface with varying input postures. We demonstrate that our hand
regression model benefts from hard-parameter sharing multi-task
learning by using a joint embedding space to concurrently estimate
the corresponding depth image, the validity of the touch event, as
well as the inferred hand pose in real time.
Unlike previous approaches that designed deep networks for individual input parameters (e.g., touch classifcation [10, 38], fnger
angle [45, 79], inadvertent touch [26, 60]), TouchPose is a generalpurpose model that attempts to recover hand confgurations independent of use-case. From each input frame, TouchPose produces
3D hand-pose estimates including fnger classifcation, angle, and
gesture, ofering this information to UI developers for the purpose of
interactive applications. Therefore, we see TouchPose as a use-case
agnostic succession of existing work that trained custom networks
with similar complexity on just individual use-cases.
As a side efect and an intermediate result in our processing
pipeline, TouchPose reconstructs a depth map of hands above the
touchscreen surface. Unlike a capacitive image, this recovered depth
image linearly encodes the distance of hands to-scale, on a perpixel basis, and with a much larger range than a touchscreen’s few
millimeters of sensitivity—much like a depth frame captured with
a traditional depth sensor, just with orthogonal projection.
To develop our model, we conducted a data collection as input for
TouchPose’s training. For this, we constructed an apparatus around
a commercial transparent mutual-capacitance panel based on our
prior work [64], ftted with a short-range depth sensor and a stereo
IR camera for 3D hand pose annotations. The touch panel covered
an area close to the size of a sheet of legal paper and the connected
digitizer produced capacitive images at 72 × 41 pixels across an
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area of 395 mm × 195 mm. We registered and aligned all recorded
samples to obtain capacitive images, high-quality depth images, and
3D hand poses in synchronized pairs and trained TouchPose on this
data corpus. In a series of experiments, we evaluated our network
and show that it can recover hand poses with an average end point
error of 21.8 mm per hand joint. The depth maps reconstructed by
TouchPose are accurate to 22.2 mm on average per pixel.
Because TouchPose’s training allows it to operate based on partial observation, i.e., only the parts of the hand that (almost) make
contact, TouchPose can also infer 3D hand joints that lie outside
the touch-sensitive area as well as occluded points. We show that
TouchPose’s reconstruction even generalizes to hand poses and orientations that the network has never seen before. Fig. 1, 9, and 10
illustrate some of the predictions produced by TouchPose.
Collectively, our contributions include:
• a learning-based method to estimate 3D hand poses from capacitive images resulting from touch data on sensor surfaces.
We train our deep neural network architecture TouchPose
in a multi-task scheme from 3D hand poses and depth maps
captured from a short-range depth camera as ground truth.
• a dataset of capacitive touch images, aligned depth images,
and annotated 3D hand poses, captured from 10 participants
while touching the surface using various fnger combinations, rotations, and angles. The dataset consists of 65,374
samples in total. To enable future research to build on our approach and contribute to this domain, we release our source
code, models, and the dataset1 .
• a series of interactive sample applications that are enabled
by TouchPose’s hand pose regressor to support touch input
and novel input techniques.
We believe that our release of TouchPose’s dataset, code, and
model has the potential to integrate touch contact identities, fnger angles, and hand poses as an integral part of future (touch)
interaction techniques. This will allow application designers and
developers to make use of these dimensions by seamlessly integrating our model into their work.

2

RELATED WORK

Our work sits at the intersection of computer vision, graphics, and
human-computer interaction. We start by reviewing the activities in
the vision domain on 3D hand-pose estimation and then discuss how
they infuenced the research on interactive systems, particularly
those building on optical and capacitive touch sensing.

2.1

Hand poses from RGB and depth images

Recovering hand pose confgurations has been a long-standing
problem in computer vision, often addressed using RGB and depth
sensors. Li et al.’s survey gives a comprehensive overview of methods and datasets in this context [39].
Camera-based methods typically achieve higher accuracy compared to other sensing mechanisms given their high-resolution
capture. Prior approaches using depth sensors include model-based
methods that use parameters to encapsulate physical constraints
for the validity of results [52, 66, 80]. Alternatively, joint-based
1 TouchPose’s

source code, model, and dataset: https://siplab.org/projects/TouchPose
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whose surfaces could recognize fngers and palms [27, 70] as well
as balls [24] and other tangible objects [76], where camera-based
grasp detection is challenging. Capacitive sensors are not limited to
rigid surfaces and can add interactive behavior to malleable surfaces
using fexible conductors (e.g., in a Project Zanzibar mat [69]).

2.3
drive lines

sense lines

capacitive image (excerpt)

Figure 2: Typical diamond pattern of a mutual-capacitance
touch sensor. Approaching fngers couple to the lines and
cause a drop in capacitance between them. Right: Resulting
capacitive image.

methods directly learn the mapping from depth images to 3D hand
pose [13, 51]. In contrast, RGB-based hand pose estimation is more
challenging due to depth ambiguity. Yet, following the recent advances in deep learning, many recent projects have estimated 3D
hand pose [48, 63] and, more challenging even, 3D hand meshes
[18, 83] from single RGB images.
All vision-based eforts have in common that they start from
higher-fdelity image data and reduce it to a 3D hand pose. Analogous to frameworks that lift a pose from 2D to 3D [43], wherein
multiple plausible solutions exist for a given input, the problem we
investigate in this paper is more under-constrained. Our method
receives no sensory information from the whole hand and captures
only subparts, which a considerably challenging and requires our
method to extrapolate from sparse observations.

2.2
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Touch imaging and capacitive sensing

Touch-sensing systems, in research as well as in commercial products, commonly rely on optical, pressure, or capacitive sensing.
While optical systems have found interest in the research community due to their simple construction [59] and scale [44], mutualcapacitance sensing is underlying virtually all embedded touch
technologies today [3], thus widely researched for interactive purposes beyond touch imaging [22]. In here, we focus on methods
that investigated touch contact, touch shape, and hover sensing.
In the early 2000s, researchers in Human-Computer Interaction
started exploring the benefts of the now common drive and sense
line-based matrix pattern for mutual-capacitance touch sensing
(Fig. 2). DiamondTouch [14] and SmartSkin [54] showed the capture of 2D touch images on table surfaces and detected individual
touches through image processing, touch separation, and tracking.
Beyond touch contacts, previous eforts have leveraged the imaging
capabilities of capacitive sensors for shape recognition, such as
to recognize users (e.g., based on hands [37] or ears [30]), classify
touches (e.g., fnger vs. palm [36]), detect passive objects (e.g., tangibles [6, 69, 71]), and enable richer hand and arm interaction [16].
Separate from its use in planar touchscreens, a small layer of
capacitive sensors can equip otherwise passive objects with input
detection for interaction. Past projects have used this advantage
for touch and grasp detection. Examples include computer mice

3D reconstruction from 2D imprints

Numerous projects have investigated the problem of reconstructing
the properties of objects above the touch surface from the contact they make. A repeatedly visited problem is the estimation of
fnger angles. Through optical sensing, Wang et al. investigated
reconstructing the fnger yaw angle just from the contact area between the user’s fnger and the surface by extracting its principal
components [72]. Using a higher-resolution contact sensor, later
approaches estimated the fnger yaw, pitch, and roll angle from
the fngerprint left during touch through template matching [28].
Fiberio performed such tasks in real-time by matching fngerprint
minutiae features [29].
Using the much lower-resolution mutual-capacitance sensors in
commodity touchscreen devices, researchers have leveraged the
fact that they sense a small band of hover to predict fnger poses.
Examples include Xiao et al.’s [79] and Mayer et al.’s [45] supervised methods to infer fnger yaw and pitch angles that operate
directly on capacitive images. Closely related to TouchPose, Chung
et al. ft a hand model to the touch coordinates using a quadratic
encoding [10], but rely solely on the location of touch points and do
not make use of the fne-grained, higher dimensional data aforded
by the capacitive imprints. As a result, their method is afected by
fnger ambiguity when less than four fngers are in contact with
the surface. Our previous work CapContact is also related, turning
capacitive sensors into precise contact sensors [64]. CapContact
implements a learning-based upsampling and prediction method,
enabling super-resolution capacitive touchscreens that distinguish
touching parts of the fnger from just hovering parts.
Beyond fngers and hands, an interesting problem in the research
community has been the whole-body reconstruction from touch
contacts on larger surfaces. On a large optical multi-touch foor,
GravitySpace classifes touch contacts into body parts, recognizes
users from their shoeprints, estimates their center of gravity, and
attempts to reconstruct users’ 3D body poses while interacting [4].
Using much lower-resolution pressure images, Casas et al.’s estimated human pose when lying on a pressure-sensitive bed mattress [5]. In addition to body poses, PressureNet also infers body
shapes when lying on a pressure-sensitive imaging surface [11].
Through the use of self-capacitance sensing, prior work has been
able to reconstruct input on as well as farther above the surface.
Rogers et al. devised a particle flter that simulated fnger orientations based on the observations from a low-resolution sensor array
to estimate fnger motions and angles in 3D [55]. PreTouch fuses
such cues from surface and hover input to establish an anticipatory
and retroactive hybrid touch model [26], showing a refned estimation of input intentions and locations. Such hover sensing can also
be used for detecting hand gestures above the surface [69] or to
infer arm orientations and thus user position [82].
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DATA CAPTURE

stereo IR camera
(Leap Motion)

We designed our method for supervised multitask learning and
now describe our data acquisition method for training and labeling
data. The fnal data corpus we recorded comprises 65,374 pairs of
capacitive touch images, 3D hand poses, and depth maps from a
total of 10 users for 14 diferent fnger and whole-hand touch poses
and gestures. Fig. 4 and 5 show these touch confgurations, which
were motivated by prior research [15, 79], showing the 3D hand
poses from the touch sensor’s perspective. To record samples under
controlled conditions, we devised an apparatus and a controlled
acquisition procedure.

3.1

Apparatus

Fig. 3 shows the capture rig that we constructed to integrate a
mutual-capacitance touch digitizer, a transparent touch panel, a
depth camera below the surface, and a stereo camera above the
touch surface based on our prior work [64]. A 39.6 cm capacitive
Crystal Touch panel (Ocular Touch, Dallas, TX) is at the center of
our rig, mounted at 1.15 m above the ground inside the aluminium
profle construction (item Industrietechnik, Solingen, Germany).
The panel was made from transparent glass and bonded ITO-based
semiconductive traces in the common diamond pattern through
drive and sense lines [62]. The touch-sensitive area on the panel was
345 mm × 195 mm at 72 × 41 lines with a industry-standard pitch.
The panel connected to the digitizer (MXT2954T2 touchscreen
controller, Microchip, Chandler, AZ), which recorded 16-bit graylevel capacitive images.
Fig. 2 shows the sensing principle of the touch sensor. As a fnger approaches the surface, the digitizer registers a drop in mutual
capacitance between the respective drive and sense lines. The drop
is proportional to the distance and impacted by other factors such
as fnger properties (e.g., size, skin and tissue characteristics) and
grounding (e.g., gloves, shoe materials, foor properties). Through
factory calibration and built-in algorithms, touch digitizers compensate for these and other factors (e.g., electromagnetic noise).
For ground-truth labels, the rig included a Leap Motion stereo
IR camera (Ultraleap [67]), running Orion 4.1, which is widely used
for 3D hand pose tracking. Leap’s estimates have sub-millimeter
accuracy under dynamic movements [73], which has made it a
popular sensor for hand pose and gesture recognition [20, 42, 53, 58].
Its single vantage point and ease of setup has made it prevalent as
a ground truth acquisition device for human-computer interaction
[31, 40] and computer-vision based hand pose datasets [21]. We
chose the Leap Motion camera over marker-based tracking (e.g.,
Vicon [68]) because of our close-range setup, small interaction
area, and occlusion-free feld of view from the sensor. In addition,
retrorefective markers needed for motion-capture tracking would
have restricted participants from freely pressing their hands onto
the touch surface at diferent orientations (especially for gestures
that involve the palm as we explain later).
The Leap returned a 3D hand skeleton with 21 joints: 4 for each of
the 5 fngers and 1 for the wrist. For depth image collection, the rig
integrated an Azure Kinect [2] (Microsoft, Redmond, WA), which is
powered through Kinect DK 1.4.1. The camera produces a systemic
error of less than 11 mm in short-distance mode [47]. As the Leap
provides us only with hand skeletons, we collected depth data to

touch digitizer
(MXT2954T2)
PCAP
touch panel
ToF depth camera
(Azure Kinect)

Figure 3: Data capture rig with mutual-capacitance touch
panel, 16-bit touch digitizer, and cameras to record groundtruth data.
aid in resolving the ambiguity of fnger width (and, by extension,
exact fnger-touch points). The capture of depth for our dataset was
also motivated by potential future hand pose recognizers that could
replace the skeletons from the Leap’s low-resolution recording by
analyzing the more accurate and higher-resolution depth frames.
We developed a tool to control all capture devices and to interface with all sensors. Our software included calibration controls
to register the depth camera and the Leap Motion to the same reference system, which we conducted before each capture. In detail,
this included a 4 (corner) point calibration. For depth, the experimenter placed a sheet of paper on the touch surface and retrieved
the Kinect-provided 3D coordinates for each corner. For Leap, the
experimenter touched each corner with the index fngertip. The
calibration then resulted from the homography between the corresponding 3D coordinates and surface coordinates. We transformed
and rendered all depth images through orthographic projection
from the sensor’s point of view. The Leap and Kinect were placed
to not be in line of sight of each other and hence did not interfere.
Our software tool also provided controls for additional settings
of the touch digitizer (e.g., to disable all chip-implemented dynamic
noise control, fltering, and adaptive processing) and camera settings (e.g., depth granularity and frame rates). Finally, our tool
drove all three sensors in unison and ensured the synchronicity of
captured frames by recording the temporally closest samples from
each sensor. The tool collected paired samples at 9 fps on average.

3.2

Participants

10 participants were recruited for data collection (two female, eight
male, ages 22–35 years, mean = 28 years). Participants were recruited broadly to cover anatomic diferences in hand characteristics, which covered various ranges with regard to the length of the
middle fnger (75–92 mm, mean = 83 mm), the length of the right
hand (176–209 mm, mean = 190 mm), and the width of the middle
fnger at the distal joint (16–20 mm, mean = 18.5 mm).

3.3

Data acquisition procedure

To capture representative data, participants produced diferent
touch gestures using their right hands as shown in Fig. 4 and 5.
For each combination of fngers, participants input a sequence of
touch events following instructions: place the fnger(s)/whole hand
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All 5 ﬁngers

capacitance
(input)

depth

(target)

3D pose
(target)

Figure 4: The 10 fnger poses in our dataset. During each of the conditions (column), the labeled fnger(s) were in contact with
the surface. Note: The RGB pictures are for reference only and taken from above, while the depth images capture the hand
from below. The 3D hand poses are visualized from the touch sensors perspective.
onto the panel, idle for a second. Lift the fnger(s), place them back
onto the panel, move them towards to the bottom. Lift and place
back down. Push them up, before fnally releasing the touch(es).
Afterwards, participants rotated their arms 90◦ counter-clockwise
(pointing their elbows to the right) and repeated the same sequence
left to right instead of top-down. This procedure enabled our dataset
to account for both landscape and portrait mode input.
Throughout the collection, participants were encouraged to vary
their fnger angles freely and also to touch diferent locations on the
panel during each trial, but they received no defnite instructions.
Participants performed the interactions at their own pace, resulting
in diferent velocities and motion profles.
Participants repeated the procedure described above three times,
resulting in three sessions. Each block encapsulated 2 starting yaw
angles × (10 fnger combinations + 4 whole-hand poses) with short
breaks in between. The whole data collection lasted for just over
an hour for each participant.

3.4

Data pre-processing and fltering

The software logged the frames from each sensor in a shared coordinate system due to the calibration prior to each collection, whose
origin is at the top-left corner of the panel. The resolution of the
depth image was adjusted to match that of the capacitive images.
Each pixel in the depth image resulted from the mean � distance

Palm front

Palm back

Fist side

across all depth vertices that mapped to the pixel after x–y projection. Additionally, the capacitive image was pruned from negative
values, which stem from interconnected electrode drive and sense
line patterns in the case of multi-touch inputs.
In total, our experiment captured ~150,000 frames. To ensure data
quality, we scrutinized all recorded frames and excluded unsuitable
frames to prevent them from entering our procedure. First, all
samples without any 3D joint information present over the touch
panel were removed. This included 52% of the data that did not
contain any touches (empty capacitive images) and 4% of the data
that had erroneous Leap data (no 3D joints present over the touch
panel). To ensure data consistency, we discarded the few samples
(~1%) where the distance between the 3D fngertips (provided by
the Leap) and the centroids of touches in the capacitive image was
greater than a threshold.
Data fltering left 65,374 samples in the fnal corpus from a total
of 10 users for 14 diferent fnger and whole-hand touch poses and
gestures (Fig. 4 and 5). Each pose is represented with 3030 to 5875
samples (mean = 4670, SD = 700). The minor imbalances between
the number of images can be attributed to the diferent speeds
with which participants completed the diferent touch events. Fig. 6
shows the histogram of the joint-angle distribution of the fltered
data. In summary, across all joints our dataset had a mean yaw and
pitch of 17◦ (SD=69◦ ) and 38◦ (SD=23◦ ), respectively.

Fist front

photo
for
reference

capacitance
(input)

depth

(target)

3D pose
(target)

Figure 5: The 4 whole-hand poses in our dataset. Each column shows a condition. RGB pictures are for reference only.

Figure 6: Dataset joint-angle distributions across all fngers
for yaw (left) and pitch (right), respectively.
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METHOD

Estimating hand pose from capacitive images is a challenging problem as there are multiple plausible solutions, especially for the
fngers that are not in contact with the surface (Fig. 7). To constrain
our search space and motivate the architecture of our network, we
made a few observations during the data collection. First, whole
hand-based events (Fig. 5) have a hand pose profle that signifcantly difers from fngertip-based touch events, leading to greatly
diferent capacitive images (Fig. 4). Second, the fngertips of estimated hand poses may not correspond to the locations recorded by
the touch sensor, which can be attributed to the fact that a fnger
is volumetric (17.5 mm diameter on average [7]). The touch sensor
registers the part of the fnger that makes contact with the surface,
which is ofset from tip’s 3D joint position. Analyzing the groundtruth data, we found this ofset to be 9.32 mm on average, resulting
from participants’ average fnger width of 18.5 mm (Section 3.2).
In such cases, the depth image provides a holistic capture of the
whole hand shape in its point cloud.

4.1

Multi-task Convolution Neural Network

We propose a learning-based model that estimates the 3D pose of
a hand � touching a sensor surface based on the corresponding
capacitive image � as input. While it is intuitive that there exist
multiple possible hand poses for a given input—especially in the
case of few fngers touching the screen (Fig. 7)—our method aims
to recover the best ftting hand pose based on the collected data in
a least-square sense.
Motivated by the aforementioned observations, we add two auxiliary tasks to improve the generalization of our model. We train our
model to not only predict the hand pose � but also the corresponding depth image � as well as the likelihood that the capacitive image
resulted from a fngertip-based interaction. With these changes,
the network now shares a common embedding for all three tasks,
following an approach that is commonly known as hard-parameter
sharing multi-task learning [57].
We model the capacitive frame � and the depth image � as realvalued tensors of dimensions 41 × 72 × 1. The capacitive image input
frames are normalized between 0 and 1. The hand pose � consists
of 21 joints, each represented by three Cartesian coordinates, and
modeled as a real-valued tensor of size 21 × 3. The likelihood estimate �� is a real-valued scalar, either 0 for fngertip events or 1
representing whole-hand events.
4.1.1 Architecture. As shown in Fig. 8, our model consists of a
UNet-shaped architecture [56] that encodes the capacitive image
into a lower-dimensional embedding space via three downsampling
blocks, each consisting of two 2D-convolutional layers with a kernel

Figure 7: The same capacitive image (left) can result from
diferent hand poses due to variations in orientation of fngers that are not touching the screen. Here, only index and
middle fngers are touching the screen.
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size of 3 followed by a max pooling layer. Another convolutional
layer maps the resulting representations to the embedding space of
dimensions 5 × 9 × 256.
The expansive part of the network retrieves a depth image from
the extracted embedding. It comprises three convolutional blocks
that use nearest-neighbor interpolation for upsampling. A fnal
convolutional layer reduces the channels of the output to a single
dimension. After each upsampling layer, we concatenate the corresponding feature maps from the contractive part—extracted before
the max pooling layer—to the upsampled representations. To obtain
a depth image of dimension 41 × 72 × 1, we add another row to
the output of the last upsampling layer using symmetric padding.
For the estimation of the 3D hand pose, the embeddings from the
bottleneck of the UNet are fattened and fed into two dense layers.
Based on the resulting representations, a linear layer predicts the
coordinates of the 21 hand joints and another dense layer followed
by a sigmoid activation function estimates the likelihood that the
capacitive image represents a fngertip event.
4.1.2

Loss function. Our loss function,
� = �� + ��� + ����

(1)

consists of three terms—one for each predicted output—that are
weighted by hyperparameters � and �.
We use mean squared error to calculate the loss for the predicted
hand pose �� ,
�
1 Õ
2
�� =
�� − �ˆ� 2
(2)
� × 3 �=1
where � is the number of predicted joints, and �� and �ˆ� are the
coordinate vectors of the actual and predicted �-th joint respectively.
�� is the mean squared error between the ground truth depth
image � and the predicted depth image �ˆ ,
1
2
� − �ˆ 2
(3)
�
where � is the number of pixels in the image.
Finally, we penalize the output of the touch classifcation network
path �ˆ by comparing it with the ground-truth label �, classifying
a touch as whole-hand or fngertip event, using a binary cross
entropy loss ��� ,
�� =

��� = (−� log (�ˆ) − (1 − �) log (1 − �ˆ)).

(4)

4.1.3 Network Training. Our multi-task CNN has 4,937,345 trainable parameters. During training, we use a batch size of 32 and
update the weights using the Adam optimizer [34] with a learning
rate of 0.001 and a decay of 5 × 10−6 . For our loss term (Equation 1),
we use � = 0.25 and � = 0.2. We train our model for 200 epochs
on an NVIDIA Titan V GPU which takes approximately 4.2 hours.
The network is implemented in Tensorfow and incurs an inference
latency of 24 ms per input.
4.1.4 Inverse Kinematics and Hand Mesh Estimation. As a fnal step,
we pass the 3D hand skeleton estimated by our multi-task CNN
to an inverse kinematic solver. This helps correct unnatural hand
poses and also facilitates the rigging of a valid hand mesh. We
make use of IKNet [83] to estimate the hand mesh in a MANO hand
model, as shown in Fig. 9. This helps achieve a more natural look,
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Touch classiﬁcation
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Figure 8: Overview of our architecture. It is a multitask learning framework, which takes in capactive image as input and
predicts the depth image, 3D hand pose and touch classifcation for it.
reject outlier poses and allows us to continue animating the hands
through sparse input periods.

through our IK pipeline as discussed in Section 4.1.4 to output the
fnal pose estimation.

4.2

5

Baseline: Nearest Neighbor + Inverse
Kinematics

To quantify the efcacy of our multi-task CNN, we created a simple baseline for pose estimation. Prior works have used Inverse
Kinematics (IK) as a baseline [1, 50] using a priori fngertip location. We frst reduce the dimensionality of capacitive images by
fattening them and deriving the 128 principal components [77] to
represent each image, similar to Chung et al. [10]. We do this for
all the images in our “matching” dataset, arriving at pairs of 128dimensional vectors and their corresponding 3D hand poses. We
experimented with diferent numbers of principal components and
achieved similar results for greater than 100 principal components.
For an incoming test candidate capacitive image, we frst transform it into a 128-dimensional vector as described above and then
run a k nearest neighbor search to fnd the top 25 matches in our
dataset using an Euclidean distance metric. We then take the 25
matched 3D hand poses and average them, each weighted inversely
to its distance error. We pass the resulting 3D hand pose prediction

We now frst describe our training and testing protocols and show
the results on our collected dataset. Our ablation study then evaluates our design choices. We outline three evaluation protocols to
test the efcacy of our hand pose estimation models.
• Protocol 1: We employ a 3-fold ‘leave-one-session-out’ crossvalidation wherein each fold consists of training data from
two sessions and is tested on the remaining one. This is used
to study the per-user efects (such as hand scale, geometry,
etc.) on the accuracy.
• Protocol 2: We use a 10-fold ‘leave-one-person-out’ crossvalidation wherein each fold consists of data from nine participants for training and the data from the remaining participant for testing. This introduces cross-subject variation
in hand scales and pose styles.
• Protocol 3: We use a 14-fold ‘leave-one-gesture-out’ crossvalidation wherein each fold consists of training data from
13 hand gestures and the remaining fold has a hand gesture
that it has never seen before. This tests the generalizability
of our model to unseen hand poses.

capacitance
(input)

3D pose
(target)

3D mesh

(prediction)

Unlike prior hand tracking methods that leverage global alignment, scaling or root-centric error calculations, we calculate all
our poses and errors in a touch-centric coordinate system. Herein,
the upper left corner of the touch panel is the origin. This helps to
account for global errors in orientations and diferent hand-scales
without training custom models or calibrating for bone length.

6
Figure 9: Top: Raw capacitive input images. Middle: Groundtruth hand poses for comparison. Bottom: Hand meshes rendered using skeletons that were estimated by TouchPose.

EVALUATION

RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the performance of TouchPose under the diferent evaluation protocols. As our system outputs the full hand pose,
we can operationalize diferent factors motivated by prior research
and perform an in-depth analysis.
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Variants (EP) FingerID(%)
Yaw Err (◦ )
Pitch Err (◦ ) EPE (mm)
EPE� (mm)
AUC
Depth Err (mm)
TouchPose (1) 91.1 (SD=3.4)
10.4 (SD=1.2) 8.8 (SD=0.6)
19.6 (SD=2.7)
13.8 (SD=1.9)
0.85 (SD=0.05) 20.7 (SD=1.6)
TouchPose (2) 88.0 (SD=10.4) 11.4 (SD=3.2) 9.9 (SD=2.5)
21.8 (SD=7.1)
15.8 (SD=3.8)
0.83 (SD=0.10) 22.2 (SD=3.3)
TouchPose (3) 83.1 (SD=13.3) 11.1 (SD=2.4) 9.6 (SD=1.5)
29.2 (SD=17.5) 15.4 (SD=4.6)
0.70 (SD=0.28) 24.9 (SD=7.1)
TouchPose (3*) 83.1 (SD=13.3) 11.1 (SD=2.4) 9.6 (SD=1.5)
18.4 (SD=6.3)
15.4 (SD=4.6)
0.86 (SD=0.10) 21.1 (SD=4.7)
Baseline (1)
83.4 (SD=5.2)
16.5 (SD=2.8) 11.5 (SD=1.2) 24.3 (SD=5.2)
16.8 (SD=3.3)
0.82 (SD=0.09) NA
Baseline (2)
76.2 (SD=11.3) 18.7 (SD=4.3) 13.2 (SD=2.7) 32.6 (SD=8.4)
29.9 (SD=6.9)
0.71 (SD=0.13) NA
Baseline (3)
69.9 (SD=12.1) 21.8 (SD=6.1) 15.8 (SD=4.5) 40.2 (SD=18.6) 32.7 (SD=15.3) 0.61 (SD=0.14) NA
Baseline (3*)
69.9 (SD=12.1) 21.8 (SD=6.1) 15.8 (SD=4.5) 36.2 (SD=16.1) 32.7 (SD=15.3) 0.69 (SD=0.11) NA
Table 1: Quantitative results of diferent TouchPose variants across the evaluation metrics and protocols. All numbers reported
are in mm. * denotes accuracy calculated on only fngertip events. Here, FingerID denotes the fnger classifcation accuracies
and EP stands for Evaluation Protocol.

6.1

Finger classifcation during touch

We frst evaluate the efcacy of our system for classifying the fnger
that each fngertip interacting with the touchscreen belongs to. For
this, we only look at our 10 fngertip-based interactions (Fig. 4)
and the fngers touching the screen. Since our model predicts hand
pose rather than fnger ID, we map each touch point to the closest
fngertip by fnding the one that has the lowest Euclidean distance
to it, respectively, with a one-to-one mapping between the two.
Under the cross-session cross-validation (Evaluation Protocol 1),
TouchPose has the highest fnger classifcation accuracy of 91.1%
(SD = 3.4%), which falls to 88.0% (SD = 10.4%) for the cross-person
scenario (evaluation protocol 2). Under Evaluation Protocol 3, where
the model is tested on fnger combinations it has not seen before,
we found a mean accuracy of 83.1% (SD = 13.3%). This compares
favorably to our baseline (Section 4.2), which has a fnger classifcation accuracy of 83.4%, 76.2%, and 69.9% for Evaluation Protocols 1,
2, and 3, respectively.

6.2

Finger angle estimation during touch

Similar to Section 6.1, we evaluate the mean absolute error (MAE)
in the yaw and pitch for the 10 fngertip-based events as well as
only for fngers that are touching the surface. Table 1 shows a
detailed breakdown of all results. In summary, averaged across all
evaluation protocols and fngers, TouchPose consistently performs
better than the baseline with a MAE of 11.0◦ (vs. 19.0◦ ) for yaw and
a MAE of 9.4◦ (vs. 13.5◦ ) for pitch.

6.3

3D hand pose estimation error

To test the efcacy of our 3D pose pipeline, we make use of the
following hand pose evaluation metrics:
• End-point-error (EPE): This commonly used metric for 3D
hand pose estimation is the mean Euclidean error between
all the joints (= 21) of the Leap and predicted hand pose.
• End-point-error of visible joints (EPE� ): Similar to EPE,
but only computed for the fnger joints touching the screen.
For example, if only the index and ring fnger are touching
the screen, we will only compute the EPE for all the joints
along those fngers. Hence, its calculated for fngertip events
only (i.e., the 10 poses in Fig. 4). The reason is that many
plausible hand poses exist for fngers that are not in contact

with the surface and that errors in the ones that make contact
should be scrutinized in isolation.
• AUC under PCK: Area under the curve (AUC), which represents the percentage of correct 3D keypoints (PCK) of which
the Euclidean error is below a threshold �, where � ranges
from 20 mm to 50 mm.
Similar to our previous fnger classifcation and angular errorbased results, cross-session cross-validation (EPE mean=19.6 mm,
SD=2.7 mm) produces much lower errors than cross-person crossvalidation (EPE mean=21.8 mm, SD=7.1 mm), showcasing that peruser data aids in performance. The higher standard deviation when
validating cross-person can be attributed to participants’ difering
styles how they touched the surface, especially the pose of fngers that were not in contact (Fig. 7)—some participants preferred
tucking in hovering fngers, while others kept them stretched out.
The error of the visible joints (EPE� ) is more uniform across
participants, with a mean ��� � of 15.8 mm (SD=3.8 mm). The PCK
curves of TouchPose across diferent evaluation protocols are shown
in Fig. 11. For our auxiliary tasks, our model achieves a touch
classifcation accuracy of 99.58% and our depth reconstruction mean
absolute error of 22.2 mm under Evaluation Protocol 2.
Sample hand pose predictions on our test set under Evaluation
Protocol 2 are shown in Fig. 1. TouchPose can adapt to diferent
capacitive
input

target
depth

target 3D
pose

predicted
depth

predicted
pose

A
B
C
D

Figure 10: Sample predictions from TouchPose on hand
poses that it has not been trained on (Evaluation Protocol 3):
(A) index fnger, (B) index and pinky, (C) all fve fngers,
(D) side fst.
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hand orientations and it can also estimate joints that lie outside
the touch sensor area. Moreover, it can also account for the ofset
between Leap-reported 3D coordinates and detected contact position centroids, and further minimize this in its output as shown in
Fig. 1D. In some cases, the predicted hand pose is erroneous for
some joints. Fig. 1E shows an example where the ring and pinky
fnger do not make contact with the surface and are incorrectly
predicted. Fig. 1F shows an example where the scale of the hand
predicted by the model is smaller than the target hand.
Evaluation Protocol 3 proves to be the most challenging for
TouchPose, with the model having its highest mean EPE of 29.2 mm
(see Fig. 10 for sample predictions). Upon further analysis, we noticed that most of the errors were in whole-hand based touch events.
As the capacitive images as well as the skeletons from each wholehand poses difer greatly from the rest of the samples (see Fig. 5),
predicting their pose without any prior knowledge is indeed a challenging task for which the network fails to generalize well. This
can be seen in Fig. 10D, where the model fails to reconstruct a fst
side hand pose. We thus tested the ‘leave-one-gesture-out’ protocol
by validating solely on unseen fngertip based touch events (Protocol 3*) which turn up in greater variety within the dataset. For these
touch events, our model achieves a mean EPE of 18.4 mm. Visualizing the predicted depth image and the predicted hand pose, we
fnd that our model successfully assigns the capacitive touches to
the respective fngers (Fig. 10A&B). Inspecting the predicted depth
images, we can also see that TouchPose learned the relationship
between the proximity of an object and the resulting change in
capacitance as recorded by the touch panel.
In all cases, as expected the EPE� is smaller than the EPE, showcasing fngers that touch the screen are correctly predicted and
less ambiguous than the ones that do not. The EPE also decreases
proportionally to the number of fngertips touching the screen,
decreasing from 18.3 mm for one fnger to 12.0 mm for four fngers
touching the screen (reduction of 6.3 mm). This was expected—at
the moment a user touches the surface, the degrees of freedom of

tip
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tips
tips
tips

20
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50

Figure 11: The PCK (percentage of correct 3D keypoints)
curve of TouchPose across diferent evaluation protocols.
* denotes accuracy calculated on only fngertip based touch
events.
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Figure 12: EPE vs. diferent fngertip touch events under Evaluation Protocol 3. Letters denote the touching
fngertips—I: Index, T: Thumb, M: Middle, R: Ring, and
P: Pinky. The legend denotes the number of fngertips touching the screen.

the hand pose decrease (the touch locations limit the 3 degrees of
freedom for the respective end efectors). Therefore, as the fngers
make contact with the surface, the more constrained the search for
the whole hand. This is also evident under evaluation protocol 3,
where we observe that the model’s predictions become sharper
(e.g., comparing the depth images for Fig. 10A,B,C) as well as more
accurate as the number of fngers on the surface increases and thus
the degrees of freedom for the hand pose decrease. This relationship
between the EPE and number of fngertips touching the screen is
depicted in Fig. 12.

6.4

Ablation Study

We evaluated the key design choices we made for TouchPose during
development in an ablation study. In particular, we tested the performance of our model without the depth reconstruction loss and
without the touch-based classifcation loss. All the results are for
Evaluation Protocol 2. Our touch classifcation is therefore suitable
for quickly rejecting inadvertent whole-hand events, which require
no processing. In particular, predicting the auxiliary task of classifying the touch event between whole-hand and fngertip-based
events (by adding ��� ) helps decrease the EPE by 0.6 mm. Without
�� and ��� , the AUC falls by 0.02, from 0.83 to 0.81. Correspondingly, the fnger classifcation accuracy decreases by 3.4% and the
angular errors of the fnger touch points increase by 4.5%.
While the decrease in EPE (2.5%) appears to be modest, the
integration of depth notably decreases the distance between the
hand pose and the touch points from a mean error of 9.3 mm in the
target samples to 8.0 mm in the predictions of the model (a decrease
of 14%). Perceptually, this leads to a more stable output and brings
our predicted pose closer to the touch points on the screen (Fig. 1D).
Apart from the multiple losses, the inverse kinematic module
also helps decrease the EPE by 2.5% and produces hand poses that
are temporarily more coherent (less jitter between subsequent predictions). We also experimented with � and � combinations in the
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range of 0.1 to 0.7 (see Equation 1) and noticed that EPE varied
by 7% for diferent combinations.

6.5

Comparison with prior work

To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has investigated
deriving full-hand 3D poses using capacitive touchscreen data. This
makes directly comparing TouchPose with prior work difcult.
State of the art hand pose estimation methods that take monocular
RGB [83] and depth images [23] as input have achieved AUC of
PCK of up to 0.948. For a comprehensive guide, we direct the reader
to Chatzis et al.’s overview of learning-based methods [8]. The best
case AUC of PCK produced by TouchPose on the whole dataset is
0.85 under Evaluation Protocol 1 (see Table 1).
DeepFisheye [53] uses a fsheye camera mounted to the touchscreen to predict which fngertip is touching the screen, achieving
a mean Euclidean error of 20.1 mm. Compared in similar terms,
TouchPose has an average fngertip Euclidean error of 20.4 mm
(under Evaluation Protocol 2), using no external sensors and only
the touch sensor’s data as input.
In terms of fnger labeling and identifcation, Chung et al. make
use of a quadratic encoding to represent the diferent touch locations and reconstructs the user’s hand pose from it [10]. Their system has an accuracy of 55.6%, 70.7%, 79.4% and 99.8% for identifying
the fngers when two, three, four and fve fngers are touching the
surface, respectively. TouchPose achieves similar accuracy levels
for the 5 fnger scenario (99.7%) and produces considerably higher
accuracies for two (74.7%), three (93.1%) and four fngers (96.1%)
touching the surface under Evaluation Protocol 3 (Section 6.1).
For distinguishing input events, PalmTouch can distinguish between fnger and palm touch with an accuracy of 99.53% [36]. TouchPose accomplishes the same with a comparable accuracy of 99.58%
(� 1 score = 99.13%) as one of its auxiliary tasks. For fnger angle
estimation, Mayer et al.’s CNN achieves a Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) of 9.9◦ and 18.3◦ for pitch and yaw of the index fnger, respectively. TouchPose has a similar error for pitch angle estimation,
but a much lower MAE for yaw, ranging from 10.4◦ to 11.4◦ across
diferent evaluation protocols (see Table 1).
We attribute TouchPose’s lower error to our multitask learning
framework that benefts from predicting the holistic hand pose. We
note that these comparisons are provided for guidance and future
reference, as all these methods were tested on diferent datasets and
were designed with diferent applications in mind. The release of
our dataset and model should therefore contribute to comparisons
with future methods.

7

DEMONSTRATION APPLICATIONS

Prior research has demonstrated many applications of sensing the
hands from capacitive images, such as grasp recognition and tool
manipulation [10, 25, 35], 3D interaction with content [75, 79] and
character animation [41]. TouchPose’s 3D hand pose can serve as a
superset for these applications. Thus, it can be used as a generalpurpose model that performs independent of use-case, providing
hand poses (and by extension fnger ID, angle, gesture) to UI developers. We showcase a few of the many possible interactive applications TouchPose can enable as shown in Fig. 13.

Ahuja, et al.

Using the capacitive touchscreen on an Android phone (Honor 7X,
15 cm display, capacitive input ofoaded and processed following
prior approaches [37]), we illustrate examples that make use of
TouchPose’s unique capability to recover hand and fnger poses as
well as implicitly identify the part of the hand that is in contact
with the screen. Fig. 13A shows a drawing app using this to select
the input tool and parameterize the stroke width according to the
fnger angle in pitch and yaw, all with a single input with feedback
displayed in real-time. TouchPose can also power applications to
aford quicker input to UI controls, such as the slider in Fig. 13B
that adjusts based on fnger pitch, making TouchPose a suitable
processing layer for modeling applications on mobile devices where
surface area is scarce.
A fnal app, which could also prove useful most immediately,
processes input events into parts of the hand and fnger to assess
their suitability for the given input operation. Unlike current text
editing apps on touch devices, the app shown in Fig. 13C incorporates TouchPose for transparent processing of input events, letting
(C1) valid type events triggered by fngers pass while rejecting inadvertent input caused by (C2) invalid parts of the fnger or palms
and (C3) sides of the hand. We see particular potential in this app,
as touchscreens lack the capability of distinguishing between touch
types. This problem may be even more severe on larger-screen devices such as tablets or tables, where users tend to rest their palms
or wrists while providing input or while writing with a stylus to
support accurate input.
In addition to the demonstrations we implemented, we also envision apps in Augmented Reality where hands serve as controllers to
manipulate and interact with 3D virtual objects, therefore providing
a means for immersive user interactions.
While we did not explicitly validate TouchPose’s accuracy on a
variety of multitouch devices that operate on diferent resolutions
and aspect ratios, we expect TouchPose to generalize beyond the
touch sensors we tested on in this work. Despite diferences in confgurations, modern touchscreen devices use similar sensing pitches
and since our implementation is based on a convolutional architecture, TouchPose should be able to accommodate other devices. We
also expect that the small diferences in sensor confgurations that
do exist are accounted for through variations in participants’ fnger
sizes in our data collection.

8

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While TouchPose demonstrates the feasibility of our approach, there
are several limitations that will beneft from further refnement.
First is the dataset itself. While we collected a large corpus of data,
it can be extended to include more varying poses (e.g., fngertip
nails, knuckles, side-hand poses, etc). Furthermore, TouchPose is
currently trained on the right hand, which could be extended for
left hands by fipping the input. In its current form, it cannot handle
multiple hands interacting simultaneously. In the future, we plan
to record additional data to account for this.
We also acknowledge that our current implementation cannot
disambiguate fnger classes in single-touch events. TouchPose recovers “partial” hand poses, as there is inherent ambiguity in missing contacts. However, we note that as more fngers make contact, ambiguity drops and fnger identifcation confdence improves
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Figure 13: TouchPose can power diverse touch interactions. (A) This fnger- and hand part-specifc drawing app (A1–2) infers
stroke width from attack angle or (A3) smudging. (B) This 3D joystick is quick to operate through fnger angle. (C) Inadvertent
touch rejection allows (C1) regular typing but rejects (C2) fngers at wrong orientations or (C3) other hand parts.
(Fig. 12). We hypothesize that higher-resolution touchscreens in
the future and improved touch-sensing ranges [26] will provide
more 3D cues on the shape of the hands. This will help alleviate
single-touch ambiguities and resolve hovering fngers.
In the future, we hope to add temporal consistency to our model
and correct for minor discrepancies between the touch points on
the screen and the estimated fngertips positions. Incorporating the
inverse kinematic [83] directly into the training procedure can help
with that. Finally, rather than discriminative deep neural networks,
the efcacy of generative methods can also be explored to provide
multiple plausible solutions. These could be evaluated through a
qualitative user study on their plausibility.
Lastly, TouchPose is enabled by a multi-task convolutional neural
network-based architecture. While it could directly run on smartphones (e.g., using Tensorfow Lite), it produces computational
overhead compared to standard touch event detection pipelines
that are designed for low latency. We expect that future improvements in smartphone processors (especially neural inference engines) will allow TouchPose to be integrated into frmware and
provide a seamless interactive experience.

9

CONCLUSION

We have presented the frst general-purpose estimator for hand
pose recovery using capacitive images from a touch surface alone.
Our neural network TouchPose performs this task by implementing
a multi-task architecture, predicting depth maps, hand poses and
validity of touch events. For data acquisition, we devised a capture
rig that integrates a mutual-capacitance touch sensor, a short-range
depth camera below, and a stereo IR camera above for hand pose
labeling. 10 participants provided touch events using various hand
poses and combinations of fngers, touching, sliding, and gesturing
on the touch surface while our apparatus captured synchronized
frames from all sensors. Our fnal dataset comprises 65,374 pairs of
capacitive images, depth maps and annotated 3D hand poses and
served for training and testing our TouchPose model. TouchPose estimates 3D hand poses from just the intensities and imprints left on
the surface, reaching an average end point error of 21.8 mm across
the hand joints, including those that lie outside the touch area. In
addition, TouchPose generalizes to hand gestures it has never seen

before as we demonstrated in this paper. Taken together, we believe
that TouchPose will help future developers to efortlessly attach
interactive behavior to input semantics, advancing from today’s
naïve notion of touch input as 2D coordinates and interpreting
input in the context of dexterous hand pose.
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